Pin Loom Weaving
Basics and Beyond
with Raeus Jae Cannon
WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION This workshop will introduce students to pin loom weaving. This weaving method
began in the 1920’s so people could make cloth from scraps. Today, pin looms are gaining in populatity. From
the curious to those who own their own loom, this workshop will be a great way to get started and hone their
skills. With demonstration and working at their own pace, each student will learn the entire process: warping,
weaving, yardage requirements, yarns to use (and not to use), reading a pin loom draft, and different techniques
for seaming squares together. At the end each will walk away with their own infinity scarf.
EXPERIENCE LEVEL: None			MATERIAL FEE: $40 only for those purchasing a pin loom
STUDENT SUPPLY LIST
 Pin loom with needle (or purchase at 		
workshop)
 At least 15 yards each light color DK yarn
 2 to 6 different yarns you like
 Scissors
 Darning needle
 Wrist strength!
 Ablity to firmly hold a long thin 		
needle
ABOUT RAEUS JAE: Raeus has a BS in Interior
Design from the University of Tennessee. She
owns Referral Excellence Organization LLC and
previously was a certified addiction counselor.
She has exhibited her artwork extensively
in Tennessee and done several pieces of
commissioned work. She has published patterns
for a cowl with a twist and a loop cable hat. In
addition, she has an active teaching schedule for
both basic knitting and loop techniques, as well
as for pin loom weaving. She is member affiliate
with Arts & Cultural Alliance, Foothills Craft Guild,
Southern Highland Craft Guild, Surface Design
Association, The Knitting Guild Association,
and Townsend Artisan Craft Guild. She has also
participated in group exhibits at The White Dog
Gallery, Art DeTour, Arnstein Jewish Community
Center, Fifty Plus Exhibit, and was awarded ‘Best
of Show” at Fiber Forward in Pittsburgh PA in
2018 for Waves & Whirlpools.
CONTACT INFORMATION

raeusjae@gmail.com
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